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FAQ0054 
Frequently Asked Questions 

How to modify SRAM size of AT32 MCU?  

Questions:  

How to modify the SRAM size for AT32 MCU? 

 

Answer： 

For some AT32 MCU, their SRAM size is changeable, including: 

1. AT32F403, AT32F403A, AT32F407: default SRAM is 96KB, they can be extended to be 224KB 

2. AT32F413: default SRAM is 32KB, they can be adjusted to be 16KB or 34KB 

3. AT32F435, AT32F437: default SRAM is 384KB, they can be expanded to be 512KB 

 

The SRAM size can be changed by modifying the user system data area, which will be detailed in the 

following paragraphs. For more details on SRAM, refer to the AN0026_Extending_SRAM_in_User's_Program, 

available on the Artery official website. 

Note: The change of user system area is taken into account only after MCU reset. 

 

I. How to modify the SRAM size of AT32F403, AT32F403A and AT32F407? 

By modifying the user system data, the SRAM size of AT32F403, AT32F403A and AT32F407can be changed 

from 96 KB (default size) to 224 KB, vice versa. The following section takes AT32F403A as an example to 

describe how to change its SRAM from 96 KB to 224 KB. 

In AT32F403A series, the user system data is described as follows: 

Address Bit Description 

0x1FFF_F810 

[7: 0] 

EOPB0[7: 0]: extended system option 
Bit 7: 1: Reserved 
Bit 0:  
0: On-chip SRAM 224KB 
1: On-chip SRAM 96K KB 
Note: Changing 1 to 0 can take effect only when the security library (sLib) is 
disabled. 

[15: 8] nEOPB0[7: 0]: the reverse code of EOPB0[7: 0] 

[31: 16] Reserved 

The official tools like Artery ICP Programmer (hereinafter referred to as ICP) and Artery ISP Programmer 
(hereafter referred to as ISP) can be used to modify the SRAM size. For details, please refer to section 
1.1 or 1.2 below. Besides, the third-party programmer is also supported. Refer to the third-party 
programmer tool user guide for further details. However, it is highly recommended to use the above-
mentioned methods. 

 
It is possible to change SRAM in the bootloader (hereinafter refered to as IAP) or the startup file 
(startup_at32f403a_407.s). For more information about it, refer to item 1.3 or 1.4 below. When using 
item 1.3 or 1.4 method, it is mandatory to follow FAQ procedure. In other words, determine 
whether or not the current SRAM size is the desired one before change in order to avoid erasing 
the information block at each start operation. 
 

In the compiler, the users need to set the SRAM size to be consistent with the modified SRAM size. 

The example below shows how to set the SRAM size through keil and IAR. 
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Keil configuration: Project Options  Target, in the following figure, the SRAM is 96 KB, so the value 

should be 0x18000; If need 224 KB, please fill in 0x38000. 

 

 
 

IAR configuration: project Options  Linker  Config  Override default  Edit  Memory Regions, 

in the following figure, the end address of SRAM is 0x20017FFF, that is, 96 KB SRAM; If need 224 KB, 

please enter 0x20037FFF. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1 How to modify SRAM to 224 KB using ICP?  
 

①  For development stage: Connect AT-Link-EZ /J-Link /J-Link to MCU (BOOT0=0,B OOT1=0)  Target  
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Option Bytes  224KB for EOPB0 (if there are other settings, do it together)  Apply to device, then it is 

completed. Here, you can save the user system data as a programming file for the purpose of mass operation. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

② For mass modification: connect AT-Link to MCU (BOOT0=0,BOOT1=0)  AT-Link settings  AT-Link 

offline project config settings  Create  Project name Device  Add  Write option bytes  (If need 
other settings, do it together)  Save project to AT-Link. Then you can start programming. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2 How to modify SRAM to 224 KB using ISP? 

①  For development stage: connect UART or USB to MCU (BOOT0=1,BOOT1=0) click on “Next” to enter 

the following window  Edit option bytes Next  224KB for EOPB0 (Do other settings together if 
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necessary)  Apply to device, then the modification is completed.  

Here, you can save the user system data as a programming file for the purpose of mass operation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

②For mass modification: connect UART or USB to MCU (BOOT0=1,BOOT1=0)  Click on “Next” to enter the 

following window  Download to device Add  Apply option Bytes  you can do other settings if 

necessary  Next, then start programming. 
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1.3 How to modify SRAM size to 224KB in IAP? 

The SRAM will be loaded when running a startup file. If the SRAM used in the application is greater 
than 96 KB, you can change to 224 KB by modifying the user system data in IAP. The address of the  
user system data EOPB0 is 0x1FFFF810, and the example code is as follows: 

#define  SRAM_96k  0xFF 

#define  SRAM_224k  0xFE 

static uint32_t f_eopb0; 

f_eopb0=*(uint32_t*)(0x1FFFF810); 

void Extend_SRAM(void) 

{ 

if((f_eopb0 & 0xFF) != 0xFE) // check if RAM has been set to 224K, if not, change EOPB0 

{ 

/* Unlock User System Data Program Erase controller */ 

flash_unlock(); 

/* Erase User System Data */ 

flash_user_system_data_erase(); 

/* Change SRAM size to 224KB */ 

flash_user_system_data_program(0x1FFFF810, SRAM_224k); 

/*Set other user system data…*/ 

flash_lock(); 

nvic_system_reset(); 

} 

} 
 

Note: It is necessary to erase the user system data area before modifying it. If other options of the user system 
data have been configured, you should read and erase them, and write again while setting SRAM size. 

 
1.4  How to modify SRAM to 224 KB in the startup file? 

The SRAM will be loaded when running a startup file. If there is no IAP in the program, and the SRAM 

used is greater than 96 KB, the loading will fail and enter hardfault, resulting in program run error. Thus, 

you should set the SRAM size to 224 KB before loading SRAM in the startup file. 

  
Add the Red code below in the startup file in KEIL 

; Reset handler 

Reset_Handler   PROC 

                EXPORT  Reset_Handler                       [WEAK] 

                IMPORT  __main 

                IMPORT  SystemInit 

 

    IMPORT Extend_SRAM   

                MOV32   R0, #0x20001000 

                MOV     SP, R0 

                LDR     R0, =Extend_SRAM 

                BLX     R0 

                MOV32   R0, #0x08000000 

                LDR     SP, [R0] 

 

                LDR     R0, =SystemInit 

                BLX     R0 

                LDR     R0, =__main 

                BX      R0 

                ENDP 
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 Add the Red code below in the startup file in IAR 
; Default interrupt handlers. 

        THUMB 

 

        PUBWEAK Reset_Handler 

        SECTION .text:CODE:REORDER:NOROOT(2) 

 

        EXTERN   Extend_SRAM 

Reset_Handler 

        MOV32   R0,#0x20001000 

        MOV     SP,R0 

        LDR     R0,=Extend_SRAM 

        BLX     R0 

        MOV32   R0,#0x08000000 

        LDR     SP,[R0] 

         

        LDR     R0, =SystemInit 

        BLX     R0 

        LDR     R0, =__iar_program_start 

        BX      R0 

When the above configuration is completed, the users need to add a declaration and define Extend_SRAM(); 

function. Please refer to the “How to modify SRAM size to 224KB in IAP?” in the item 1.3, which shows 

how to change the SRAM size using the Extend_SRAM(void) function. 

 

II. How to modify AT32F413 SARM? 

The SRAM size of AT32F413 is 32 KB, by default. Except AT32F413C8T7 (fixed 32 KB SRAM), the SRAM 

of AT32413 can be changed from 32 KB to 16/64 KB by modifying the option bytes, vice versa. The 

following describes how to change SRAM from 32 KB to 64 KB. Others are the same and will not be 

described here. 
Address Bit Description 

0x1FFF_F810 

[7: 0] 

EOPB0[7: 0]: Extended system option 
Bit 7: 2: Reserved 
Bit 1: 0: 
0x0: On-chip SRAM 64KB 
0x1: On-chip SRAM 16KB 
0x2: On-chip SRAM 64KB 
0x3: On-chip SRAM 32KB 

[15: 8] nEOPB0[7: 0]: The reverse code of EOPB0[7: 0] 

[31: 16] Reserved 

 

The official tools like Artery ICP Programmer (hereinafter referred to as ICP) and Artery ISP Programmer 
(hereafter referred to as ISP) can be used to modify the SRAM size. For details, please refer to section 1.1 
or 1.2 below. Besides, the third-party programmer is also supported. Refer to the third-party programmer 
tool user guide for further details. However, it is highly recommended to use the above-mentioned 
methods. 

 
It is possible to change SRAM in the bootloader (hereinafter refered to as IAP) or the startup file 
(startup_at32f403a_407.s). For more information about it, refer to item 2.3 or 2.4 below. When using item 
2.3 or 2.4 method, it is mandatory to follow FAQ procedure. In other words, determine whether or 
not the current SRAM size is the desired one before change in order to avoid erasing the 
information block at each start operation. 
 

In the compiler, the users need to set the SRAM size to be consistent with AT32F413 SRAM size. 

The example below shows how to set the SRAM size through keil and IAR. 

Keil configuration: Project Options  Target, in the following figure, the SRAM is 32 KB, so the value 

should be 0x8000; If need 16 KB, then fill in 0x4000; if need 64KB, then fill in 0x10000. 
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IAR configuration: project Options  Linker  Config  Override default  Edit  Memory Regions, 

in the following figure, the end address of SRAM is 0x20007FFF, that is, 32 KB SRAM; If need 16 KB, 

then enter 0x20003FFF; if need 64KB, then enter 0x2000FFFF. 
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2.1 How to AT32F413 SRAM to 64KB using ICP? 

①  For development stage: connect AT-Link-EZ / AT-LinkJ /J-Link to MCU (BOOT0=0, BOOT1=0)  Target 

 User system data  EOPB0 selects 64KB (Do other settings If necessary)  Apply to device, then the 

modification is completed.  

Here, you can save the user system data as a programming file for batch operation. 

 
                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

② Mass modification: connect AT-Link to AT32 MCU (BOOT0=0,BOOT1=0)  AT-Link settings  AT-Link 

offline config settings  Create  Project name  Device Add  Write option byte files  Do other 

settings if necessary  Save project to AT-Link, then start programming 
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2.2 How to modify AT32F413 SRAM to 64KB using ISP? 

①  For development stage: connect UART or USB to AT32 MCU (BOOT0=1, BOOT1=0)  Click “Next” to 

enter the following window  Edit user system data  Next  EOPB0 selects 64 KB (Do other settings 

together if necessary)  Apply to device, then the modification is completed.  

Here, you can save the user system area as a programming file for mass operation. 
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② Mass modification: connect UART or USB to AT32 MCU (BOOT0=1,BOOT1=0)  Click “Next” to enter the 

following window Download to device Add  Apply option byte files  if need other settings, do it 

together Next, then start programming 
 

 
 
2.3 How to modify AT32F413 SRAM to 64KB in IAP? 

 The SRAM will be loaded when running a startup file. If the SRAM used in the application is greater than 

32 KB, you can change it to 64 KB by modifying the user system data in IAP. The address of SRAM user 

system data EOPB0 is 0x1FFFF810, with the following code:  
#define  SRAM_16k  0x1 

#define  SRAM_32k  0x3 

#define  SRAM_64k  0x2 

static uint32_t f_eopb0; 

f_eopb0=*(uint32_t*)(0x1FFFF810); 

void Extend_SRAM(void) 

{ 

if((f_eopb0 & 0x03) == SRAM_32k) // check if RAM has been set to 32K, if yes, change EOPB0 

{ 

/* Unlock User System Data Program Erase controller */ 

flash_unlock(); 

/* Erase User System Data */ 

flash_user_system_data_erase(); 

/* Change SRAM size to 64KB */ 

flash_user_system_data_program(0x1FFFF810, SRAM_64k); 

/*Set other user system data…*/ 

flash_lock(); 

nvic_system_reset(); 

} 

} 
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Note: It is necessary to erase the user system area before modifying it. If other options of the user system data 
area have been configured, you should read and erase them, and write again while setting SRAM size. 

 
2.4 How to modify AT32F413 SRAM to 64KB in the start-up file? 

The SRAM will be loaded when running the startup files. If there is no IAP in the program, and the SRAM 

used is greater than 32 KB, the loading will fail and enter hardfault, resulting in program run error. Thus, 

you should set the SRAM size to 64 KB before loading SRAM in the startup files. 

 
 Add the Red code in the startup file in KEIL 

; Reset handler 

Reset_Handler   PROC 

                EXPORT  Reset_Handler                       [WEAK] 

                IMPORT  __main 

                IMPORT  SystemInit 

 

    IMPORT Extend_SRAM   

                MOV32   R0, #0x20001000 

                MOV     SP, R0 

                LDR     R0, =Extend_SRAM 

                BLX     R0 

                MOV32   R0, #0x08000000 

                LDR     SP, [R0] 

 

                LDR     R0, =SystemInit 

                BLX     R0 

                LDR     R0, =__main 

                BX      R0 

                ENDP 
 
 Add the Red code in the startup file in IAR 

; Default interrupt handlers. 

        THUMB 

 

        PUBWEAK Reset_Handler 

        SECTION .text:CODE:REORDER:NOROOT(2) 

 

        EXTERN   Extend_SRAM 

Reset_Handler 

        MOV32   R0,#0x20001000 

        MOV     SP,R0 

        LDR     R0,=Extend_SRAM 

        BLX     R0 

        MOV32   R0,#0x08000000 

        LDR     SP,[R0] 

         

        LDR     R0, =SystemInit 

        BLX     R0 

        LDR     R0, =__iar_program_start 

        BX      R0 
 

When the above configuration is completed, the users need to add a declaration and define Extend_SRAM(); 

function. Please refer to the “How to modify SRAM size to 64KB in IAP?” in the item 2.3, which shows 

how to change the SRAM size using the Extend_SRAM(void) function. 
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III. How to modify AT32F435/AT32F437 SARM? 

The SRAM size of AT32F435/437 is 384 KB, by default. It is possible to configure their SRAM between 

128KB and 512KB by modifying the extended system option EOPB0 of the user system data. 

 The user system data of AT32F435/F437 are described as follows: 
Address Bit Description 

0x1FFF_C010 

[7: 0] 

EOPB0[7: 0]: Extended system option 
SRAM capacity varies from Flash memory to Flash memory, see the 
descriptions below. 
Note: the change of bit can take effect only when the security library (sLib) is 
disabled. 

[15: 8] nEOPB0[7: 0]: The reverse code of EOPB0[7: 0] 

[31: 16] Reserved 

 
EOPB0[7: 0]: Extended system option 

256K Flash 
memory 

Bit 1:0 

00: On-chip SRAM 512KB + Flash zero-wait latency area 128KB 
01: On-chip SRAM 448 KB + Flash zero-wait latency area 192KB 
10, 11: On-chip SRAM 384KB + Flash zero-wait latency area 256KB 
Note: the change of bit 1~0 can take effect only when the security library (sLib) is 
disabled. 

Bit 7:2 Reserved 

1024K and 
above Flash 
memory 

Bit 2:0 

000: On-chip SRAM 512KB + Flash zero-wait latency area 128KB 
001: On-chip SRAM 448KB + Flash zero-wait latency area 192KB 
010: On-chip SRAM 384KB + Flash zero-wait latency area 256KB 
011: On-chip SRAM 320KB + Flash zero-wait latency area 320KB 
100: On-chip SRAM 256KB + Flash zero-wait latency area 384KB 
101: On-chip SRAM 192KB + Flash zero-wait latency area 448KB 
110, 111: On-chip SRAM 128KB + Flash zero-wait latency area 512KB 
Note: the change of bit 2~0 can take effect only when the security library (sLib) is 
disabled. 

Bit 7:3 Reserved 

 

 The following section takes AT32F435ZMT7 (Flash memory 4032K) as an example to describe how to 

change its SRAM from 384 KB to 512 KB.  

 

The official tools like Artery ICP Programmer (hereinafter referred to as ICP) and Artery ISP Programmer 
(hereafter referred to as ISP) can be used to modify the SRAM size. For details, please refer to section 
3.1 or 3.2 below. Besides, the third-party programmer is also supported. Refer to the third-party 
programmer tool user guide for further details. However, it is highly recommended to use the above-
mentioned methods. 

 
It is possible to change SRAM in the bootloader (hereinafter refered to as IAP) or the startup file 
(startup_at32f435_437.s). For more information about it, refer to item 3.3 or 3.4 below. When using item 
3.3 or 3.4 method, it is mandatory to follow FAQ procedure. In other words, determine whether or 
not the current SRAM size is the desired one before change in order to avoid erasing the 
information block at each start operation. 
 

In the compiler, the users need to set the SRAM size to be consistent with the modified SRAM size. 

The example below shows how to set the SRAM size through keil and IAR. 

Keil configuration: Project Options  Target, in the following figure, the SRAM is 384 KB, so the value 

should be 0x60000; If need 512 KB, then fill in 0x80000. 
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IAR configuration: project Options  Linker  Config  Override default  Edit  Memory Regions, 

in the following figure, the end address of SRAM is 0x2005FFFF, that is, 384 KB SRAM; If need 512 KB, 

then enter 0x2007FFFF. 
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2.1 How to change SRAM to 512 KB using ICP? 

①  For development stage: connect AT-Link-EZ / AT-LinkJ /J-Link to MCU (BOOT0=0, BOOT1=0)  Target 

 User system data  EOPB0 selects 64KB (Do other settings If necessary)  Apply to device, then the 

modification is completed.  

Here, you can save the user system data as a programming file for batch operation. 

 
                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

② Mass modification: connect AT-Link to AT32 MCU (BOOT0=0,BOOT1=0)  AT-Link settings  AT-Link 

offline config settings  Create  Project name  Device Add  Write option byte files  Do other 

settings if necessary  Save project to AT-Link, then start programming 
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2.2 How to modify SRAM to 512KB using ISP? 

①  For development stage: connect UART or USB to AT32 MCU (BOOT0=1, BOOT1=0)  Click “Next” to 

enter the following window  Edit user system data  Next  EOPB0 selects 64 KB (Do other settings 

together if necessary)  Apply to device, then the modification is completed.  

Here, you can save the user system area as a programming file for mass operation. 
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② Mass modification: connect UART or USB to AT32 MCU (BOOT0=1,BOOT1=0)  Click “Next” to enter the 

following window Download to device Add  Apply option byte files  if need other settings, do it 

together Next, then start programming 
 

 
3.3 How to modify SRAM to 512KB in IAP? 

 The SRAM will be loaded when running a startup file. If the SRAM used in the application is greater than 

384 KB, you can change it to 512 KB by modifying the user system data in IAP. The address of SRAM 

user system data EOPB0 is 0x1FFFC010, with the following code:  
#define  SRAM_384K  0x2 

#define  SRAM_512K  0x0 

static uint32_t f_eopb0; 

f_eopb0=*(uint32_t*)(0x1FFFC010); 

void Extend_SRAM(void) 

{ 

if((f_eopb0 & 0x07) == SRAM_384K) // check if RAM has been set to 384K, if yes, change EOPB0 

{ 

/* Unlock User System Data Program Erase controller */ 

flash_unlock(); 

/* Erase User System Data */ 

flash_user_system_data_erase(); 

/* Change SRAM size to 512KB */ 

flash_user_system_data_program(0x1FFFC010, SRAM_512K); 

/*Set other user system data…*/ 

flash_lock(); 

nvic_system_reset(); 

} 

} 
Note: It is necessary to erase the user system area before modifying it. If other options of the user system data 
area have been configured, you should read and erase them, and write again while setting SRAM size. 
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3.4 How to modify SRAM to 512KB in the start-up file? 

The SRAM will be loaded when running the startup files. If there is no IAP in the program, and the SRAM 

used is greater than 384 KB, the loading will fail and enter hardfault, resulting in program run error. Thus, 

you should set the SRAM size to 512 KB before loading SRAM in the startup files. 

 
 Add the Red code in the startup file in KEIL 

; Reset handler 

Reset_Handler   PROC 

                EXPORT  Reset_Handler                       [WEAK] 

                IMPORT  __main 

                IMPORT  SystemInit 

 

    IMPORT Extend_SRAM   

                MOV32   R0, #0x20001000 

                MOV     SP, R0 

                LDR     R0, =Extend_SRAM 

                BLX     R0 

                MOV32   R0, #0x08000000 

                LDR     SP, [R0] 

 

                LDR     R0, =SystemInit 

                BLX     R0 

                LDR     R0, =__main 

                BX      R0 

                ENDP 
 Add the Red code in the startup file in IAR 

; Default interrupt handlers. 

        THUMB 

 

        PUBWEAK Reset_Handler 

        SECTION .text:CODE:REORDER:NOROOT(2) 

 

        EXTERN   Extend_SRAM 

Reset_Handler 

        MOV32   R0,#0x20001000 

        MOV     SP,R0 

        LDR     R0,=Extend_SRAM 

        BLX     R0 

        MOV32   R0,#0x08000000 

        LDR     SP,[R0] 

         

        LDR     R0, =SystemInit 

        BLX     R0 

        LDR     R0, =__iar_program_start 

        BX      R0 

When the above configuration is completed, the users need to add a declaration and define Extend_SRAM(); 

function. Please refer to the “How to modify SRAM size to 512KB in IAP?” in the item 3.3, which shows 

how to change the SRAM size using the Extend_SRAM(void) function. 

 
Type: MCU application 

Applicable products: AT32F403, AT32F403A, AT32F407, AT32F413, AT32F435, AT32F437 

Main function: SRAM 

Minor function: None 
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